GROOVY GADGETS

CHARGE AND GO
You’ll never have to hunt down a power cord as the Motorola Portable Power P790 is
able to provide one to two full battery charges for your handset and more than 10 full
Bluetooth headset charges. The pre-charged P790 weighs a mere 79g and is small
enough to ﬁt into a purse or pocket. It plugs into the mini-USB port on a Bluetooth
headset or compatible phones including Motorola, Nokia, Blackberry, SDA and
Q-tech for instant power – no wall outlets, no wires required. RRP $79.95.
Motorola www.hellomoto.com.au

RAIN, HAIL OR SHINE
The Sanyo CE42LM4WPR 42” weatherproof LCD monitor is dust resistant and can withstand strong jets
of water (it meets the International Electrotechnical Commission Standard IP56), making it ideal for use in
courtyards and pool areas. A panel brightness of 500cd/m2, screen resolution of 1366 x 768 and a contrast
ratio of 800:1 all work to produce high quality, realistic and vivid details, while the 178° wide viewing angle
allows you to enjoy the entertainment from any position. The monitor, which retails at $12,999, is HD-ready
and has HDMI with HDCP and Component to produce high quality images. A PC input (D-sub 15 pin)
makes it ideal for outdoor gaming as it accepts a wide range of PC signals including WXGA, as well as three
separate AV inputs with loop-through connections for easy installation of multiple displays.
Sanyo www.sanyo.com.au

UNTANGLE THE LEGACY
The Flexstream range of high-performance home theatre cables from Ziova (formerly Zensonic
Corporation) are engineered to ensure optimum performance from today’s sophisticated video
and audio devices. The 1.83m Flexstream FS-HD6 HDMI to HDMI cable supports high deﬁnition
digital video up to 1080 resolution, and multi-channel digital audio data transfer with a single
cable. The 1.83m FS-HI6 HDMI to DVI cable supports high deﬁnition digital video up to 1080
resolution. All Flexstream cables feature gold plated terminals for superior corrosion resistance.
Ziova 08 8322 9544, www.ziova.com

ROCK THE DOCK
Winner of 2006 US ElectronicHouse Multi-room Entertainment Product of the
Year, Russound’s new iBridge dock kit delivers iPod connectivity to any Russound
multi-room audio system. Just plug it into your multi-room ampliﬁer to enjoy music
in all zones of the home via in-ceiling or in-wall speakers. The dock connects
with industry standard Cat 5 cable for a hassle-free setup. The dock will display
metadata, genre and artist on speciﬁc Russound keypads. RRP $1598.
Russound www.russound.com
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